Introduction:

The Sylvia Plath collection ultimately derives from the life and work of Sylvia Plath. Sylvia Plath (1932-1963) is a major American writer from the middle of the twentieth century despite her short life. Best known for her poetry collections *The Colossus* (1960) and *Ariel* (1965) as well as her novel *The Bell Jar* (1963), she has become known for writing literature inspired by her own life and was the first person to win a Pulitzer Prize posthumously in 1982 for *Collected Poems* (1981). Other books by Plath include the poetry collections *Crossing the Water* (1971) and *Winter Trees* (1971), the prose collection *Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams* (1979), *The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath* (2000), and the short story *Mary Ventura and the Ninth Kingdom* (2019).

She was born in America on October 27, 1932, to Otto and Aurelia Plath. She received a degree from Smith College and, supported by a Fulbright Scholarship, Cambridge University. On June 16, 1953, she married British writer Ted Hughes. The couple had two children, Frieda (1960-) and Nicholas (1962-2009). They separated in 1962. On February 11, 1963, Plath died by suicide in London.

Provenance:

The Sylvia Plath Collection was gathered for research purposes by Peter K. Steinberg (1974-), and includes a variety of published versions of Plath’s work, from individual poetry collections to selections of poetry and prose to Plath’s writing for children. Additionally, it includes possibly every volume of biography and criticism written about Plath and her work at the time of its acquisition by Utica University in 2022. Other volumes include work by and/or about Plath’s daughter Frieda Hughes, her husband Ted Hughes, and other writers connected to Plath. Additionally, an extensive collection of photocopied articles and reviews from journals and other publications are included, as are photocopies of newspaper articles from August 1953 about Plath’s first suicide attempt gathered by Steinberg. Steinberg is a major figure in Plath research, having authored numerous articles and a biography *Sylvia Plath* (2004), co-authored *These Ghostly Archives: The Unearthing of Sylvia Plath* (2017), and co-edited the two volume *Letters of Sylvia Plath* (2017/2018) and *The Collected Writings of Assia Wevill* (2021). He maintains a Sylvia Plath website, *a celebration, this is* (sylviaplath.info).

Utica University’s Chair of English, Gary Leising, himself a researcher of Sylvia Plath and her writings, negotiated with Peter K. Steinberg in early 2022 to obtain Steinberg’s collection of Sylvia Plath material. The negotiations included conversations with the Utica University Dean of the Library and Learning Commons James Teliha, who agreed to purchase the collection and house it at Utica University’s Frank E. Gannett Memorial Library. In June 2022, Gary and James traveled to Pennsylvania to retrieve the collection. During the summer of 2022 the library’s
Technical Services department processed the collection into the library’s main holdings, where it is now available to interested faculty, staff, students, and researchers.

**Collection Content and Organizational Structure:**

The Sylvia Plath Collection is comprised of monographs, media, and archive material. The collection has two main divisions – cataloged content and archival content. Cataloged content comprises 374 items, archival content consists of 59 ½ linear inches of material. Both cataloged and archival content include media, the former commercial media and the latter reproduced media. Media includes analog material (audio cassettes, VHS) and digital material (CD and DVD).

Most of the cataloged material consists of monographs. Using a method to categorize material familiar to the history profession (i.e. primary vs. secondary sources), the collection’s monographic material is divided into primary and secondary groups. Monographs in the primary group are writings by Sylvia Plath, Ted Hughes, Frieda Hughes, and Assia Wevill. Monographs in the secondary group are writings primarily about the preceding authors. Several monographs contain a signature by the author, in some instances with a brief hand-written note to Peter K. Steinberg, the individual responsible for creating the Sylvia Plath Collection.

Archive material is organized in three series. Each series contains different content. Series one, the largest series, is comprised of numerous articles, including journal, magazine, and newspaper articles. Series two contains booklets and pamphlets that could not be cataloged with the monographic material because they lack sufficient bibliographic information. Series three consists of media that is not commercial in nature. This media, unlike the cataloged media, appears to be privately recorded conversations and digital reproductions of other media formats, such as commercial sound recordings, possibly original television episodes, and commercial CDs and DVDs.

The main discovery and research tool for the collection’s cataloged material is the library’s catalog. Although the official name of the collection is the Sylvia Plath Collection, the decision was made to catalog the monographic material and commercial media with the more abbreviated designation: Plath Collection. A search for cataloged material using the library’s catalog can be enhanced by using the following search code, b8: Plath Collection. The main discovery and research tool for the collection’s archival material is the Sylvia Plath Collection Archive finding aid (see below).

**Sylvia Plath Collection Archive Finding Aid:**

**Series 1: Articles**

This series contains roughly 1,200 photocopies of journal, magazine, and newspaper articles gathered by the original creator of the collection, Peter K. Steinberg. The collection of articles covers a variety of topics and issues pertaining to Sylvia Plath. In terms of organization, the series retains the structure employed by Steinberg, who arranged the articles alphabetically according to the last name of the author. For the finding aid, author and title have been listed for each article.
Box 1 Folder 1: Articles A

- Famous Poet at Long Pond Camp, David Abbott
- Ted Hughes
- On Looking into Sylvia Plath’s Copy of Goethe’s Faust, Ackerman
- Why Plath Isn’t (Very) Important to me, Fleur Adcock
- “The Admirable Crichton” Senior Play Success
- ‘Poem for a birthday’ to ‘Three women’: Development in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath, Eileen Aird
- Variant in a Tape Recording of Fifteen Poems by Sylvia Plath, Aird
- Newly Discovered FBI Files Reveal Sylvia Plath’s Father had ‘Pro-German Sympathies’, Dalya Alberge
- Sylvia Plath’s The Eye-Mote: An Analysis, Elizabeth Aldrich
- Tricks of Radiance, Pamela Alexander
- Holy Secrets, Paul Alexander
- Introduction to the Da Capo Edition, Paul Alexander
- British Anthology, Morse Allen
- Sylvia Plath’s Defiance: The Bell Jar, Allen
- London Letter, Walter Allen
- Want to Browse Famous Writers’ Bookshelves? Then Look at LibraryThing, Graeme Allister
- Alpha-Phi Society Presents Awards, Names New Members
- A Poet’s Epitaph, A. Alvarez
- Beyond the Gentility Principle, Alvarez
- Beyond All This Fiddle
- How Black Magic Killed Sylvia Plath
- Sylvia Plath: The Cambridge Collection, A. Alvarez
- Ariel’s Flight: The Death of Sylvia Plath, N.J.C Andreasen
- Plath’s Work to be Honored at Symposium Later This Week, Mina Asayesh-Brown
- Plath, Sylvia: 1932-1963, Steven Axelrod
- Alienation and Renewal in Sylvia Plath’s *The Bell Jar*, Steven Gould Axelrod

Box 1  Folder 2: Articles B-1

- IU English Professor William Buckley Publishes Volume Three of Plath Profiles
- Mary Jo Bang on Sylvia Plath’s Mad Girl’s Love Song, Mary Jo Bang
- “The Same, Identical Woman”: Sylvia Plath in the Media, Georgiana Banita
- “No More Idols but Me”: Sylvia Plath as Cinema Icon, Georgiana Banita
- Sylvia by Ted, Jonathan Bate
- Plath’s Panoptic Position, Sally Bayley
- ‘Is it for This You Widen Your Eye Rings?’ Looking, Overlooking and Cold War Paranoia: The Art of the Voyeur in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath and the Films of Alfred Hitchcock, Sally Bayley
- ‘I Need a Master’: Sylvia Plath Reads D.H. Lawrence, Sally Bayley
- The Mad Poets Society, Alex Beam
- For Whom ‘The Bell Jar’ Tolls, Alex Beam
- Studying up on Sylvia Plath, Carol Beggy & Mark Shanahan
- Oh, Plath!, Calvin Bedient
- Sylvia Plath: Fusion and the Divided Self: Paula Bennett
- Sylvia Plath’s Schoolgirl Love Poem Goes on Sale for £4,500, Will Bennett
- My Plath Problem, April Bernard
- Lowell and Plath: Objectivity and the Confessional Mode, Joan Bobbitt
- Sylvia Plath’s Life in Objects, Kate Bolick
- The Separative Self in Sylvia Plath’s *The Bell Jar*, Diane S. Bonds
- Hypocrisy About Hypocrisy: The Creation of Selves, Wayne C. Booth
- Smith Acquires Papers of Poet Sylvia Plath, Debra Bradley
- Boston Girls Names Guest Magazine Editors
- Sylvia Plath: TheTrepanned Veteran, Robert Boyers

Box 1 Folder 3: Articles B-2

- Bradford Announces Incoming Editors
- Ted Hughes: The Final Poem, Melvyn Bragg
- Ted Hughes, Tracy Brain
- ‘Or Shall I Bring You the Sound of Poisons?’: Silent Spring and Sylvia Plath, Tracy Brain
- ‘Your Puddle-jumping Daughter’: Sylvia Plath’s Midatlanticism, Tracy Brain
- Dangerous Confessions: The Problem of Reading Sylvia Plath Biographically, Tracy Brain
- British Library Acquires Archive of Olwyn Hughes
- Sylvia Plath 1932-1962
- Saint Botolph’s Review: ‘An Overture to the Night and the Party’ Where Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath First Met, Helen Broderick
- Private-Eye Diary, Craig Brown
- The Poetry of Sylvia Plath
- Broadsheet
- The Poetry of Courtship: Plath and Hughes Caught on Tape, Jonathan Brown
- Newly Found Plath Story to be Published, Lillian Brown
- Who’s Afraid of Sylvia Plath?, John Brownlow
- Plath, Domesticity, and the Art of Advertising, Marsha Bryant
- Poetic Arson and Sylvia Plath’s “Burning the Letters”, Lynda K. Bundtzen
- Lucent Figs and Suave Veal Chops: Sylvia Plath and Food, Lynda K. Bundtzen
- Sylvia Plath’s Panic Bird and Psychoanalysis in the Boston Year, Lynda K. Bundtzen
- Junior High Briefs, Elizabeth Burdoin
- I Didn’t Know Sylvia Plath
- Poetry and Computer: Some Quantitative Aspects of the Style of Sylvia Plath, C.S. Butler

Box 1 Folder 4: Articles C-1

- Cache of Verse
- Junior High Briefs, Dick Campana
- The Forgotten Plath, Remembered, Mary Cantwell
- Murphy’s Lore, Ciaran Carson
- Last Respects: The Posthumous Editing of Virginia Woolf and Sylvia Plath, Wayne K. Chapman
- Plath’s Influence Showcased, Jane Charney
- Poet on College Time, Cris Christiaen
- On Not Being Able to Paint: Writing Inhibitions and Self-Editing in Virginia Woolf and Sylvia Plath, Nephie Christodoulides
- Ted Hughes and the Corpus of Sylvia Plath, Sarah Churchwell
- “Your Sentence Was Mine Too”: Reading Sylvia Plath in Ted Hughes’s Birthday Letters, Sarah Churchwell
- Sylvia Plath, a Voice That Can’t be Silenced, Sarah Churchwell
- That Rare, Random Descent: The Poetry and Pathos of Sylvia Plath, William F. Claire
- Heather Clark on Sylvia Plath, Heather Clark
- The Isolation of Panic and the Panic of Isolation in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton, Colin Clarke

Box 1 Folder 5: Articles C-2

- Words for the Rider, Martha Collins
- Sylvia Plath and the Depression Continuum, Brian Cooper
- Cooperative Scholarship Winners at Harvard Known
- Survivor of Cease: Shakespeare and Sylvia Plath in Ted Hughes’s Poems, Neil Corcoran
- Junior High Briefs, Bob Coughlin
- After the Tranquilized Fifties: Notes on Sylvia Plath and James Baldwin, C.B. Cox & A.R. Jones
- Sylvia Plath’s Death Carried Eerie Echoes in North London at the Time, Remembers Amanda Craig
- “The Peanut Crunching Crowd” in the Work of Sylvia Plath: Holocaust as Spectacle?, Charlotte Crofts
- The Tug of War Over the Sylvia Suicide Doll, Lynn Crosbie
- Sylvia Plath: The Ghostly Archives and the Reanimation of the Dead, Gail Crowther
- A Father’s Prayer, A Daughter’s Anger: W.B. Yeats and Sylvia Plath, Elizabeth Butler Cullingford
- Bibliography: Sylvia Plath, Stuart Cunningham

Box 1 Folder 6: Articles D

- Dartmouth Senior, Marsha Brown Wed
- Existential and Pathological Anxiety in The Bell Jar, Dr. Gary Davis
- The Documentary Sublime: The Posthumous Poetry of Sylvia Plath, Stuart A. Davis
- “I Have A Self to Recover”: Sylvia Plath’s Ariel, Sharon D. Decker
- Sylvia Plath and Sheila Ballantyne’s Imaginary Crimes, Mary G. De Jong
- “The Blood Jet is Poetry”: Red and White Images in Sylvia Plath’s Ariel, Karen DeVinney
- A Piece of Plath, Jeremy Dibbell
- Sylvia Plath’s Narrative Strategies, Margaret Dickie
- ‘Viciousness in the Kitchen’: Sylvia Plath’s Domestic Poetry, Jeannine Dobbs
- An Unacknowledged Publication by Sylvia Plath
- Great Poets of the 20th Century, Margaret Drabble
- The Mother of so Much, Margaret Drabble
- Drawings Made for Local Tennis Tournaments
- Her Poetry, Not Her Death, is Her Triumph, Rosalyn Drexler
- British Crew Films Plath’s Hometown, Anne Driscoll
- His Story. Her Story. Their Story, Valerie Duff
- Junior High Briefs, Jack Duffin
- The Triumph of a Tormented Poet, Martha Duffy
- Sylvia Plath’s Agonizing Search for Self-Identity, Rahila Khalid Durrani

Box 2  Folder 1: Articles E

- The Perpetual Lure of Sylvia Plath, Jan McCoy Ebbets
- Thinking About Women, Mary Ellmann
- Sylvia Plath, Ted Hughes, and the Myth of Textual Betrayal, Stephen Enniss
- Entire Cast of “The Admirable Crichton”
- Bell Jars: Plath and Holmes, Evans
- Ex-Gazette Writer Returns as Smith Faculty Member
- Hughes Letter Reveals his Plath Reconciliation Hope, John Ezard
- Paltrow to Play Plath in Film of Life With Hughes, John Ezard

Box 2  Folder 2: Articles F

- 5 in N.E. Awarded Fulbright Study, Boston Traveler
- Chapters of a Shared Mythology: Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes, Ekbert Faas
- Rhyme, Reason, and Depression, Jane Feinmann
- Fellowship for Poet
- Feminist Pathbreakers at the Portrait Gallery
- Lady Lazarus, Fenton
• “The Influence of Somebody Upon Something”: *To the Lighthouse* in Sylvia Plath’s Work, Luke Ferreter
• The American Dream Gone Wrong in the Works of Sylvia Plath, Shannon Fitzgerald
• The Bell Jar: Discussions, John Fitzsimmons
• Five in N.E Get Fulbright Scholarships
• Her Thrust: Embedding Poetry During Wartime, Ron Fletcher
• Rare Proof Edition of Plath’s Only Novel Had Been Gathering Dust in the Spare Bedroom, Allison Flood
• British Library Archive Throws Light on Hughes-Plath Romance, Allison Flood
• Four Local Girls Win Smith Honors
• Ted Hughes’s “Last Letter”, Mark Ford
• The Bell Jar
• “Confessions of a Beautiful Mind”: Plath’s *Bell Jar*, Francois
• American Poetry, Times Literary Supplement
• The Monster in Plath’s ‘Mirror’, William Freedman
• Celebrating Sylvia Plath’s 75th B’day, Michael J. Fressola
• Wilbury A. Crockett Obituary, Ronna Frick
• “It is up to me”: Sylvia Plath’s Unitarianism, Lena Ann Friesen

Box 2 Folder 3: Articles G

• Sylvia Plath Remembered, Max Gaebler
• Reading Sylvia Plath: An Unrecorded Publication of ‘The Rabbit Catcher’, Nick Gammage
• ‘The Bland Granta’: Sylvia Plath at Cambridge, Philip Gardner
• At Ease at the Gate: Sylvia Plath’s *The Bell Jar*, D. Gentry
• *Ariel*, Plath on the Edge, D. Gentry
- Conclusion: A Room is Not Enough, D. Gentry
- Sylvia Plath’s Poetry, Nuzhat Ghayur
- Last Chapter in Sylvia Plath’s Tragic Love Story, Fiachra Gibbons
- The Poet’s Room, Elise Gibson
- Sylvia Plath’s Visions and Revisions, Sandra M. Gilbert
- A Long Hiss of Distress: Plath’s Elegy on the Beach at Berck, Sandra M. Gilbert
- Glascock Prize for Poetry Won by Two Students
- Globe Party for Editors Features Miss Woodward
- Highschool Highlights, Jane Goldsmith
- Sylvia Plath, Gone too Soon
- “Who Is Sylvia?” The Art of Sylvia Plath, Jan B. Gordon
- Power Couplet, Grey Gowrie
- Gravestone of Plath Back With Married Name Intact
- Mad Girls’ Love Songs: Two Women Poets—a Professor and Graduate Student—Discuss Sylvia Plath, Angst, and the Poetics of Female Adolescence, Arielle Greenberg & Becca Klaver
- Sylvia Plath’s Resurrections, Melissa S. Green
- Ted Hughes’s Last Letter: Unearthed, Poet’s Lament on Sylvia Plath’s Suicide, Sam Greenhill & Louise Eccles
- Seeking Sylvia Plath, in Her own Words and Someone Else’s, Eric Grode
- Queens of Sorrow, Act One, Viv Groskop
- Where the Girls Are, Nina K. Guzman
- Inside Story: 55 Eltisley Avenue, Matthew Gwyther

Box 2 Folder 4: Articles H-1

- Stasis in Darkness: Sylvia Plath as Fictive Character
- I, Sylvia
- En Plathfanatikers Bekannelser
- Sylvia Plath Obituary, Greg Haines
• Sylvia Plath’s ‘Elm’ and Munch’s ‘The Scream’, A. Hakeem
• Sylvia Plath: Electra on Azalea Path, Dorothy Judd Hall
• Banking on his Passion for Plath, Melissa Davis Haller
• Sylvia Plath and Philip Larkin, Hamilton
• Plath’s Lives, Langdon Hammer
• Judges Hear Glasscock Poetry Contestants, Mary Handy
• Pulitzer for Plath Thrills Mother Teacher, Suzanne Hansmire
• Sylvia’s Class, Anemonia Hartocollis
• Interview with Anne Stevenson, Cynthia Haven
• The Poet’s Voice, Stratis Haviaras
• Sylvia Plath: Over her Dead Body, Philippa Hawker
• The Poet and the Unquiet Grave, Ronald Hayman
• Listen to Poets Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes, Rachel Hayward

Box 2 Folder 5: Articles H-2

• The Indefatigable Hoof-taps: Sylvia Plath, Seamus Heaney
• Sylvia Plath, Johannes Hedbery
• Sylvia Plath’s Ekphrasitic Impulse, Jane Hedley
• Junior High Briefs, David Hell
• “Family Matters”: An Afterword on the Biography of Sylvia Plath, Anita Helle
• Lessons from the Archive: Sylvia Plath and the Politics of Memory, Anita Helle
• Crowe Courted to Play Poet in Love, Nicholas Hellen
• Sylvia Plath’s Growing Popularity with College Students, Judith Higgins
• Sylvia Plath: “Daddy” and the Creation of Moral Culture, Jason D. Hill
• Wellesley and Weston’s Hometown Poets, Beth Hinchliffe
• Sylvia Plath—Legacy Lives in Wake of Tragedy, Beth Hinchliffe
• Celebrating Wellesley’s Hometown Poet, Beth Hinchliffe
• Ariel: Poems: Edge, E. Hirsch
- American Notes, Christopher Hitchens
- The Temptation of Giant Despair, Philip Hobsbaum
- A Good Home, Harold Hobson
- A Comprehensive Biography of Sylvia Plath, C. Hoffmann
- Ted Hughes and the Plath Estate, David Holbrook
- Sad Poets’ Society, Constance Holden
- Honor Roll for Third Marking Period Released
- Honor Society Induction at Sr. High School
- Sylvia Plath: Development of a Poet From “Tale of a Tub” to “Ariel”, Rita Howe
- Seeing Sylvia Plath, Robert F. Howe

Box 2 Folder 6: Articles H-3

- The Bell Jar (1963): The Apprenticeship of Sylvia Plath, Linda Huf
- Sylvia Plath: No More the Martyr, Frieda Hughes
- Plath’s Blue Plaque, Frieda Hughes
- The Poison that Drove Sylvia and Ted Apart, Frieda Hughes
- Sylvia Plath’s Art, Frieda Hughes
- Sylvia Plath’s Letters from the Brink, Frieda Hughes
- Sylvia Plath, Frieda Hughes
- Sylvia Plath’s Biographers, Olwyn Hughes
- The Plath Myth and the Reviewing of Bitter Fame, Olwyn Hughes
- Reviewing Sylvia Plath, Olwyn Hughes
- Sylvia Plath, Olwyn Hughes
- Two Letters on Sylvia Plath and a Reply, Olwyn Hughes, Anne Stevenson, & Catherine Thompson
- Ted Hughes and the Plath Estate, Olwyn Hughes
- Sylvia Plath’s Crossing the Water: Some Reflections, Ted Hughes
- The Place Where Sylvia Plath Should Rest in Peace, Ted Hughes
• Sylvia Plath: The Facts of her Life and the Desecration of her Grave, Ted Hughes
• Ted Hughes and the Plath Estate, Ted Hughes
• Ariel’s Ancestry, Ted Hughes
• On Sylvia Plath, Ted Hughes
• The Fisherman and his Wife as Uncanny Motif, Dianne Hunter

Box 3 Folder 1: Articles I-J

• ICA Bulletin
• In Cast of “The Admirable Crichton”
• Nicholas Hughes, 47, Poet Sylvia Plath’s Son, Hillel Italie
• IU to Host Sylvia Plath New 70th Year Commemoration Concert
• Birthday Present, Angela Jackson
• Sylvia Plath, Anna Jackson
• Plath’s Less Familiar Face, Mark Jenkins
• Plath’s Poetics from the Ekphrastic to the Cinematographic, Fan Jinghua
• Being Green, Diane Johnson
• Indebted Forever, Patrick Johnson
• Necessity and Freedom: The Poetry of Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath, and Anne Sexton, A.R. Jones
• Who is Sylvia Plath?, Joy Johnston
• A Peanut-Cruncher’s Defence, S.A. Jones
• Journalist Night
• Junior High Briefs

Box 3 Folder 2: Articles K-1

• Sylvia Plath
• The Theater
• Dear Hans Red, Claas Kazzer
- On the Poetry of Sylvia Plath: Psycho-Analytical Explorations of Four Texts, Yukiko Kashiwara
- Unseen Sylvia Plath Letters Claim Domestic Abuse by Ted Hughes, Danuta Kean
- Dead Wives’ Society, Kate Kellaway
- Sylvia Plath’s ‘Piranha Religion’, Tim Kendall
- From the Bottom of the Pool: Sylvia Plath’s Last Poems, Tim Kendall
- Unknown Poem Reveals Ted Hughes’ Torment Over Death of Sylvia Plath, Maev Kennedy
- U.S. Poet Rage in London, Herbert A. Kenny
- Poetry in Burning Transition, Herbert A. Kenny
- Plath’s Morning Song, David Ketterer
- Lady Lazarus, Peter King
- “Farther off Than Australia”: Some Australian Receptions of Plath, John Kinsella & Tracy Ryan
- The Willing Domesticity of Sylvia Plath: A Rebuttal of the “Feminist” Label, Michelle Kinsey-Clinton

Box 3 Folder 3: Articles K-2

- A Friend Recalls Sylvia Plath, Elinor Klein
- Shed, Unfinished Lives: Plath and Keats, Edward Kleinschmidt
- “Bodied Forth in Words”: Sylvia Plath’s Ecopoetics, Scott Knickerbocker
- At McLean, Lives Interrupted—and Healed, Dolores Kong
- An Inexcusable Thing, Jean Hanff Korelitz
- Using Primary Sources in Textual Scholarship: Sylvia Plath’s *Ariel* Poems, Karen Kukil
- Objects are Documents, Karen Kukil
- Virginia Woolf and Sylvia Plath in the Archives, Karen Kukil
- Not the Mad Woman in the Attic but the Cultural Critique: Understanding the Organic Writing of Sylvia Plath Through the Bell Jar, Esin Kumlu
- Plath’s “Ariel” and Tarot, Mary Kurtzman

**Box 3 Folder 4: Articles L**
- Lamont Library
- Sylvia Plath: Prophet, Madwoman, or Saint?, Siri Langholm
- Reading Twentieth-Century Poet: The Language of Gender and Objects, Edward Larrissy
- Art and Artifice in Sylvia Plath’s Self-Portrayals, Richard J. Larschan
- Disturbing Takes in a Life on Writing, Mark Lawson
- ‘Fair Dealing’ and the Plath Estate, Mark Le Fanu
- Junior High Briefs, Peggy Ann Lee
- “The Woman is Perfected. Her Dead Body Wears the Smile of an Accomplishment”: Sylvia Plath and Mademoiselle Magazine, Garry M. Leonard
- Reading Women in Poetry, Lerner
- This Great Poets List Has Only One Woman. About Right, Too, Frances Leviston
- Library Acquires Stained Ted Hughes Journal
- Sylvia Plath’s Psychic Landscapes, Brita Lindberg-Seyersted
- Paltrow and Mother to Act Together in Plath Movie, David Lister
- “The Last Letter” of Ted Hughes, Kay Loftus

**Box 3 Folder 5: Articles M-1**
- Junior High Briefs, Norma MacNeil
- The Puzzle of Sylvia Plath, Patricia Macpherson
- Sylvia Plath, Archive Formation, and the Poetry of Place, Wendy Madan
- “The Rest is Posthumous,” Melissa Maday
- Poetry of Bay Stater Disturbs London Critics, Brenda Maddox
- Sylvia Plath’s “Insomniac” and the British Museum, Thomas Mallon
- Sylvia Plath: The Unity of Desolation, Carole Malmberg
- Marcia Stern, Special Needs Teacher in Concord, Bryan Marquard
- “God’s Lioness”—Sylvia Plath, Her Prose and Poetry, Wendy Martin
- Sylvia in the Kitchen, Susan McCabe
- Sylvia Plath: Troubled Bones, Heather McClave
- Sylvia Plath, Frances McCullough
- Publishing Manuscripts Posthumously, Edwin McDowell
- Aspects of Energy in the Poetry of Dylan Thomas and Sylvia Plath, D.F. McKay
- The Bell Jar, Ian McKay
- Stormy Story of Plath and Hughes, Ian McKay
- The Dead and the Rude: A Late Obit for Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes, Molly McQuade
- Peter Steinberg’s Sylvia Plath: A Literary Event, Laurie Melchionne
- On Sylvia Plath and Being a Writer, Chris Mergerson
- Letters from Cambridge, Terri Merz
- Plath’s Rapist, Jeffery Meyers
- Sylvia Plath’s Mysterious Lover, Jeffrey Meyers

Box 3 Folder 6: Articles M-2

- Sylvia Plath: An Example of Hidden Suffering, Alice Miller
- The Ted Hughes Lost Poem: Who Wants to Live Forever?, Cahal Milmo
- Ted Hughes Blamed Drug for Plath’s Suicide, Catherine Milner
- Miss Plath Read Poetry in College Competition
- Miss Plath Receives Alpha Writing Award
- Miss Sylvia Plath Wins Fulbright Scholarship
- Miss Plath’s Degree is Summa Cum Laude
- Smith College Fetes its Famous Poet, Phoebe Mitchell
• Mommies, You Bastards
• Sylvia Plath: Anti-Feminist, Sandra Monday
• ‘The Bell Jar’, Charles Monteith
• “An Increasing Market for Mental Hospital Stuff”: Psychiatry and the Breakdown Novel in Postwar America, Brittany Leigh Moraski
• More Girls Than Ever at Harvard Summer School
• Conspiracy of Silence, Robin Morgan
• She’s Not the Child of Sylvia Plath, Michael Morrissey
• Whose Plath is it Anyway?, Kate Moses
• Sylvia Plath’s Baby Book, Barbara Antonina Clarke Mossberg
• Ted Hughes’s Pain Will Never be Intense Enough for the Sylvia Plath Harpies, Harry Mount
• Mrs. E.J. Hughes to Teach English at Smith College
• Mrs. Hughes Named English Instructor
• The Kick, Richard Murphy
• When History is Re-Written, Katherine Middleton

Box 4  Folder 1: Articles N-O

• National Honor Society Chapter at Senior High
• Explorers of the Underworld Within, Marianne Nault
• Neighborhood News
• Neighborhood News
• Neighborhood News
• New Citizens
• The Suicide Bandwagon, Margaret Newlin
• Newly Donated Letters by Sylvia Plath Reveal Thoughts During Her Final Year
• US Schools Agree to Fund Plath Library, Martin Newman
• 94 on Senior High Honor Roll for Second Quarter
• The Roots of Dark Genius, Erica Noonan
- Individualism and Sylvia Plath: An Analysis and Synthesis, R.A. Norton
- Plath’s Blue Plaque Angers Her Friends, Alex O’Connell
- Sylvia Plath in Painful Retrospect, John J. O’Connor
- Off Broadway
- ‘Letters Home’ Provides Rare Glimpse of Sylvia Plath, Norma Ouellet
- Out of the Past

Box 4 Folder 2: Articles P

- To Each Man His Own Muse, Robert Pack
- Break, Blow, Burn, Camille Paglia
- Sylvia Plath’s “Daddy” in its Biographical Context, Rosemarie E. Palermo
- Sylvia Plath, Jay Parese
- In Memory of Sylvia Plath & Poet’s Corner a Fitting Memorial for Sylvia Plath, Julia Parnaby & William Park
- Look on Her Works, Ye Feminists, Julia Parnaby
- Ted on Sylvia, For the Record, Christina Patterson
- “Writing Poetry for Children is a Curious Occupation”: Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath, Lissa Paul
- Body, Word, and Photograph: Sylvia Plath’s Cold War Collage and the Thalidomide Scandal, Robin Peel
- Ted Hughes, Pendennis
- Icon of the Fifties, Pertoff
- The Two Ariels: The (Re)Making of the Sylvia Plath Canon
- Victim of Victor, Pfanner
- Vision in Control, Carl Phillips
- Junior High Briefs, Elaine Pipes & Barbara Botsford
- Gwyneth Perfect to Play Poet’s Wife, Sarah Pitt
- Plath and Her Privacy
- Plath’s Typewriter
- Plath’s ‘Daddy,’ Roger Platizky
- Poem by Sylvia Plath in Harpers
- The Poetic Process
- The Poet’s Corner: Edge
- “A Poet’s Epitaph” Honors the Late Sylvia Plath Hughes
- Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath, Peter Porter
- Publication of Drafts by Sylvia Plath Marks Opening of Collection

Box 4 Folder 3: Articles Q-R

- Dying for Melodrama, Alissa Quart
- Plath as Exemplar, Justin Quinn
- Rare Ted Hughes Journal Acquired by British Library
- Hollywood Angers Poet Laureate Over Wife’s Suicide, Tim Rayment & Maurice Chittenden
- Reclaiming Plath, Amy C. Rea
- Sylvia Plath: American Gorgon, Reading Medusa, James Reich
- Bell Jarred, Jennifer Reimer
- Plath’s Daughter Attacks BBC in Verse, Nigel Reynolds
- Poet’s Headstone is Returned to Her Unquiet Grave, Nigel Reynolds
- A Poet’s Dark Journey, Rebecca Rice
- Junior High Briefs, Jean Richardson
- Sylvia Plath, Ruth Richardson
- Virginia Woolf and Sylvia Plath—Two of Me Now: A Poetic Drama, Susan Richardson
- The Encounter With Sylvia Plath, Neil Roberts
- Wodwo: The ‘Single Adventure’ and the Death of Sylvia Plath, Neil Roberts
- The ‘Plath Wars’, Neil Roberts
- Sylvia Plath’s Letter Home—Some Reflections by Her Mother, Robert Robinson
- The Last Days of Sylvia Plath, Carl Rollyson
- Martin & Hannah & Sylvia & Ted, Carlin Romano
- Ted Hughes and the Plath Estate, Jacqueline Rose
- Tribute: Sylvia Plath, Jacqueline Rose
- ‘This is Not a Biography’, Jacqueline Rose
- A Minotaur in the Maze, Michael Rosen
- Crossing the Voice, Crisscrossing the Text: Writing at the Intersection of Prose and Poetry in Sylvia Plath’s “Sunday at the Mintons’’, Cecile Roudeau
- Electro-Convulsive Treatment in Sylvia Plath’s Life and Work, Rosemarie Rowley
- Sylvia Plath and the Depression Continuum, Anthony Ryle

Box 4 Folder 4: Articles S-1

- What’s Going On: People, Neva Nelson Sachar
- The Arrow and the Mirror: A Study of the Metaphor of Pain in Sylvia Plath’s Poetry, Evangelina-Liana Sakelliou
- Unpublished Plath Poem to Appear in Online Journal, Zinie Chan Sampson
- Dear Thumbscrew, William Scammell
- Lady Lazarus, Vernon Scannell
- Seeing Sylvia Plath With New Eyes, Liesl Schillinger
- The Gift Poem, Dennis Schmitz
- The Painterly Plath That Nobody Knows, Leonard M. Scigaj
- A Critic at an Author’s Resurrection, Parul Sehgal
- Senior at Smith, Wesleyan Junior Poetry Winners
- Senior High Honor Roll for Third Quarter
• Plath Beyond the Plinth, Ann E. Shanahan
• The IU-Sylvia Plath Connection Expands With a New Online Journal, Christopher Sheid
• Dead People’s Books, Jonathan Shipley
• Who Remembers Ted Hughes?, E. Showalter
• Is Hell Satisfied?, Polly Shulman
• ‘Three Women’, Martin Shuttleworth

Box 4  Folder 5: Articles S-2
• ‘The Bell Jar’, Elizabeth Sigmund
• Memoir: The Difficulties of Being a ‘Friend of the Family’, Elizabeth Sigmund
• “Hurtled From a Star”: The Maternal in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath, Wendy Stutzman Simmons
• Black, Banded With Yellow, L. Simpson
• Women Writing: Sylvia Plath, Alan Sinfeld
• How Plath Fell for ‘Brilliant, Rugged’ Poet Hughes, Anita Singh
• What’s the Deal About Sylvia Plath?, Robin H. Smiley
• “The Feeding of Young Women”: Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar, Mademoiselle Magazine, and the Domestic Ideal, Caroline J. Smith
• Colossal Departures, Ernest Smith
• The Unitive Urge in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath, Pamela A. Smith
• What’s a Poem? Sometimes the Question Doesn’t Matter, Russell Smith
• Plath’s Mother Tells Her Story, Ruth Smith
• Attitudes Counterfeiting Life: The Irony of Artifice in Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar, Stan Smith
• Waist-deep in History: Sylvia Plath, Stan Smith

Box 4  Folder 6: Articles S-3
• Giving Voice to Sylvia Plath’s Pregnant Women, Alexis Soloski
- Ted’s Spell, Ben Sonnenberg
- Prodding The Bell Jar, Spare Change News
- In Search of the Self: Virginia Woolf’s Shadow Across Sylvia Plath’s Page, Pamela St. Clair
- Sylvia Plath, G. Starbuck
- ‘Dying is an Art’, George Steiner
- Bitter Fame: A Life of Sylvia Plath, Anne Stevenson
- Sylvia Plath’s Word Games, Anne Stevenson
- Junior High Students Enter National Art Contest, William T. Stimson
- Wellesley Artists Win Many Honors in High School Art Exhibit, William T. Stimson
- 13 Winners in Scholastic Art Contest, William T. Stimson
- Sylvia Plath: Three Poems and a Remembrance
- The Poet as Wife: Sylvia Plath’s Marriage Poems, Carole Stone
- The Asylum on the Hill, Stossel
- ‘The Boot in the Face’: The Problem of the Holocaust in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath, Al Strangeways
- Sylvia Plath, Strauss
- 158 High School Seniors Receive Diplomas
- Sylvia Hughes on Smith Staff
- Sylvia P. Hughes Gets Poetry Prize
- Sylvia Plath is Betrothed to Mr. Hughes
- Sylvia Plath Winner of Mt. Holyoke Prize
- Sylvia Plath: A Field Symposium
- Meet the Writer: Sylvia Plath
- Sylvia Plath: Double Take
- Sylvia Plath Among Three Given Fulbright Scholarships
- Sylvia Plath Memoir Dropped
- Books—Authors, Sylvia Plath Poems
- Sylvia Plath
- Sylvia Plath: Depressed Poet or Poetic Genius?
▪ Sylvia Plath, Suicide and Performance Art
▪ Sylvia Plath’s Daughter Pens Condemnation of Film
▪ 25 Years After Her Death, Tormented American Poet

Box 5 Folder 1: Articles Steinberg
▪ Real Time—Sylvia Plath, Peter K. Steinberg
▪ Sylvia Plath, Peter K. Steinberg
▪ Court Green Photograph, Peter K. Steinberg
▪ Sylvia Plath’s A Winter Ship: An Inventory, Peter K. Steinberg

Box 5 Folder 2: Steinberg Fine Books
▪ Fine Books & Collections Magazine, Spring 2011
▪ Fine Books & Collections Magazine, Autumn 2017

Box 5 Folder 3: Steinberg/Trinidad
▪ Punctuate: A Nonfiction Magazine, 2019

Box 5 Folder 4: Articles T
▪ 7 “Unbeat” Poets Vie at Holyoke, Gay Talese
▪ Interior Spaciousness—Car, Bell Jar, Tunnel and House, Tony Tanner
▪ “Dawn Poems in Blood”: Sylvia Plath and PMS, Catherine Thompson
▪ Sylvia Plath Fans Call for a fitting Memorial to the Poet, Vanessa Thorpe
▪ Out of the Quarrel—On Sylvia Plath, Anthony Thwaite
▪ In the Vineyard of the Master, Adeline K. Tintner
▪ Insights: The Life of Sylvia Plath, Linda Hayes Tischler
▪ Tombstone Vanishes from Famous Poet’s Grave
▪ ‘I Have Always Been Scared of You’: Sylvia Plath, Perpetrator Trauma and Threatening Victims, Isabelle Travis
• Wilbury Crockett Revisited, Bob Tremblay
• Assia
• Exclusive: Ted Hughes’s Poem on the Night Sylvia Plath Died, Daniel Trilling
• On the Road With Sylvia and Ted: Plath and Hughes’s 1959 Trip Across America, David Trinidad
• The Scarlet Letters of Sylvia Plath, Taina Tuhkunen-Couzic
• Aspects of Pastoral in Sylvia Plath’s ‘Child’, Lucy Tunstall
• The Power of the Namer Over the Named, Jill Tweedie
• Two Local Girls Are Mademoiselle Guests
• Two One-Act Plays
• The Semtex Poet, Patricia Tyrell
• Sylvia and Ted, John Tytell

Box 5   Folder 5: Articles U-V

• Sylvia Plath and Confessional Poetry: A Reconsideration, M.D. Uroff
• Notes on Sylvia Plath, Jean Valentine
• Poetic Justice, Sarah Van Aradale
• Rekindling the Past in Sylvia Plath’s “Burning the Letters”, Susan Van Dyne
• “Your Story, My Story”: Having the Last Word in Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes, Susan Van Dyne
• A Sylvia Plath Sonnet from College is Found, Lawrence Van Gelder
• Symptomatic Perfectionism: Ideal Ego and Ego Ideal in the ‘Journals’ of Sylvia Plath, Tamise Van Pelt
• Coming of Age as a Poet, Helen Vendler
• The Poet T.S. Eliot, Helen Vendler
• The Corner of Melodrama and Restraint: Sylvia Plath’s Ariel, Helen Vendler
• Junior High Briefs, Mary Ventura
- Wuthering Heights Revisited: Variations of Allusive Reference in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath, Maria Verch

Box 5 Folder 6: Articles W

- Lover’s Labours Lost
- Interrupted Lives, Erica Wagner
- Obsession with Self Set Limits on Sylvia Plath’s Poetry, Erica Wagner
- Plath’s ‘Ariel’: ‘Auspicious Gales’, Linda Wagner
- Plath’s *The Bell Jar* as a Female *Bildungsroman*, Linda W. Wagner
- Secret Life of the Poet Laureate, Walker
- Hughes’s Inner Turmoil Laid Bare, John Walsh
- 6 School Editors Win Globe Scholarship, Elizabeth Watts
- Literary Dispute Arises Over Sylvia Plath’s Death, Bernard Weinraubs
- Wellesley Club Awards and School Letters Given at Junior High School Final Assembly
- Wellesley Concert Band and Junior High Orchestra to Take Part in Needham Music Festival Saturday
- Wellesley, Concord Students Honored
- Wellesley Girl’s Short Story in “Seventeen”
- Wellesley Girls to Graduate from Smith
- Wellesley Girls Win Prizes at Smith
- Wellesley High School Students Win High Honors in National Atlantic School Contest
- Wellesley Smith College Club Annual Meeting
- Who Was Who in America: Sylvia Plath
- Largest Gathering Ever of Plath Scholars to Convene at IU Bloomington, Susan Williams
- Sylvia Plath in Love, Andrew Wilson
- Sylvia Plath Goes Mad in Manhattan, Andrew Wilson
- Eye Rhymes: Sylvia Plath’s Art of the Visual, Frances Wilson
- Frieda Hughes Attacks BBC for Film on Plath, Jamie Wilson
- Memories of Sylvia, Jon Wilson
- After ‘The Bell Jar’, Life Went on, Alex Witchel
- (Re)Visioning the Cinderella Myth: Sylvia Plath’s Bee Poems, Andrea Powell Wolfe
- The Department Store Cure, Meg Wolitzer
- Locals Fear Sylvia Plath Film Will Revive Attacks on Grave, Sarah Womack
- Rhymes of Passion, Gaby Wood
- “The Admirable Crichton” to be Presented by Seniors at High School on Friday, April 14, Jeanne Woods
- Daughter of Ted Hughes and Sylvia Plath Accuses Grandmother of Killing Their Marriage, Richard Woods
- ‘That Alchemical Power’: The Literary Relationship of A. Alvarez and Sylvia Plath, William Wooten
- We Treasure the Ms.
- Laying Blame: The Legacy of Sylvia Plath, Mark Wunderlich
- ‘The Clearest Thing I Own’: Metaphor, Myth and Identity in Sylvia Plath’s ‘OCEAN 1212-w’, Gayle Wurst
- “We See—Comparatively—” Reading Rich/Reading Plath/Reading Dickinson, Gayle Wurst
- Words to “Patch the Havoc”: The Imagination of Ted Hughes in the Poetry of Sylvia Plath, Gayle Wurst
- ‘The Other Dimbleby’ Works on Sculpture of Sylvia Plath, Ros Wynne-Jones

Box 5 Folder 7: Articles Y-Z

- Identity and Crisis: Sylvia Plath’s Quest for Integrity, Liz Yorke
- Tree With an Attitude: Reading Plath Irreverently, David Young
- “I May Be a Bit of a Jew”: The Holocaust Confessions of Sylvia Plath, James E. Young
- The Holocaust Confessions of Sylvia Plath, James E. Young
- Sylvia Plath 75th Year Symposium Comes to Smith, Angela Zhu
- *The Bell Jar* by Sylvia Plath, Caroline Zilboorg
- Sylvia Plath’s Transformations of Modernist Paintings, Sherry Lutz Zivley
- Ted Hughes’s *Apologia Pro Matrimonio Suo*, Sherry Lutz Zivley

Box 6  Folder 1: Reviews, *Ariel*

- Triumphant Fulfillment, Morse Allen
- Along the Edge
- Varied Quintet, Gene Baro
- *Ariel*, Hugh Crichton Hill
- Sylvia Plath—Sacrificial Genius of the World Crisis, Erika Horn
- An All-American Muse, Dan Jaffe
- The Foil of Despair, Richard Kell
- Sylvia Plath’s ‘Ariel’ Triumph Over Tragedy, Herbert A. Kenny
- A Kind of Heroism, Thomas Lask
- Poets, David Leviten
- Names for Truth, Robert Nye
- Poems for the Good-Hearted
- Two Poets, John Press
- Ariel by Sylvia Plath, Alan Ross
- Russian Roulette
- The Blood Jet is Poetry
- Sylvia Plath Poems

Box 6  Folder 2: Reviews, *Ariel: The Restored Edition*

- Ariel
- Best Poetry of 2004, Barbare Hoffert
- Poetic License, Frieda Hughes
- Poems from the Precipice, Frieda Hughes
- Sylvia Plath, Erica Jonh
- Ariel: The Restored Edition, Fred Muratori
- Ariel: The Restored Edition: A Facsimile of Plath’s Manuscript, Reinstating Her Original Selection and Arrangement

Box 6  Folder 3: Reviews, *The Collected Poems*

- A. Alvarez
- You Could Say She Had a Calling for Death, Denis Donoghue
- Formal Bleeding, Michael Hulse
- Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton: Enduring Poetic Voices, Josephine Jacobsen
- Sessions, Sylvia Plath and Updike are Among Pulitzer Prize Winners, Peter Kihss
- Poetry, Robert Nye
- A Note of Triumph, Katha Pollitt
- New Collection Reveal Literary Development of Poets Plath and Sexton, Steven Ratiner
- Plath’s Painful Story Seen in Her Poems, Christina Robb
- Sylvia Plath Collected, Neil Roberts
- Poetry, Ellen Wittlinger

Box 6  Folder 4: Reviews, *The Colossus*

- The Poet and the Poetess, A. Alvarez
- Sylvia Plath, *The Colossus and Other Poems*
- The Sky is Always Gray in Sylvia Plath Poems, Jack Anderson
- The Ransom Note, Bernard Bergonzi
- Poetry by Sylvia Plath Shows Serious Control, William F. Claire
- Three Poets, Austin Clarke
- The Critic, the Translator and Poems Ancient and Modern
- Sows’ Ears and Silk Purses, Geoffrey Dearmer
- The Colossus and Other Poems, Babette Deutsch
- Responsibilities, William Dickey
- Some Poets, Peter Dickinson
- Sylvia Plath: The Colossus and Other Poems, A.E. Dyson
- Sylvia Plath’s Poems Unusual, Rose Marie DeLancey
- There’s Some Reason in Rhyme, Rudd Fleming
- No Quarrel, Zulfikar Ghose
- Personal Poetry, Ronald Hayman
- From the Bookshelf, Pearl Strachan Hurd
- Poetry Selection, Elizabeth Jennings
- Sing, Ye Poets, Sing!, Donald B. Johnson
- Innocence and Experience
- Poetry: A Late Summer Roundup, Nicholas King
- *The Colossus and Other Poems*, Samuel French Morse
- Books Abroad, Guy Owen
- Four Poets, John Press
- Sylvia Plath, John Simon
- Therapy by Incantation, Derek Stanford
- Sylvia Plath Hughes Publishes Her Verse
- Chained to the Parish Pump, Anthony Thwaite
- The Colossus and Other Poems, Reed Whittemore

Box 6  Folder 5: Reviews, *Crossing the Water*

- *Crossing the Water*. Sylvia Plath, Eileen M. Aird
- Diapers, Dishes, Frustrated Poet, Rosemary Daniell
- At Last—More Plath Poems, Barry Phillips
- Crossing the Water, Helen Vendler
- A World in Disintegration

**Box 6** Folder 6: Reviews, *The Bell Jar*-1

- Short List, L. Benedict
- *The Bell Jar* by Sylvia Plath, Ghislaine Boulanger
- Transatlantic Englishmen, Anthony Burgess
- Three Disappointing Novels—But One Good One, Rupert Butler
- On the Late Miss Plath’s “Bell Jar”, Edward Butscher
- Are You Our Sort of Person?, James Cabourn
- In Short, Anne Duchene
- Lady Lazarus, Martha Duffy
- Creative Crackup, Wilma R. Ebbitt
- Sphere, Vernon Fane
- American Surprises, Faith Faulconbridge
- Would the ‘Jar’ Descend Again?, Celia Gilbert
- The Bell Jar, by Anne Gottlieb
- The Bell Jar, H. Forsyth Hardy
- Bookshelf, Jack House
- Dilemma of the Female Choice, Joslin
- Power and Beauty Mark Novel by Young Suicide, James Kilroy
- First Novel Also Her Last, Robert Kirsch
- ‘The Bell Jar’, Howard Kissel
- The Bell Jar, William Kowinski
- An American Edition—At Last, Christopher Lehmann-Haupt
- Icy Story of Breakdown Real, Betty Leighton
- The Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath, D.R. Lenson
- The Last Word: *Beside The Bell Jar*, Richard Locke
- The Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath, Maloff
- Bell Jar Review, Lawrence Meynell
- In the Good Old Days, Ruby Millar
Box 6  Folder 7: Reviews, The Bell Jar-2

- New Fiction
- ‘Bell Jar’, Sensitive, Truthful, Christy Nichols
- Death and Dying: Facts, Fiction, Folklore, Alleen Pace Nilsen
- Review, Domenica Paterno
- The Art of Dying, Phoebe Pettingell
- Isolated Case, Valerie Pitt
- The Only Novel of the Dead Poet, Sylvia Plath, Elizabeth Pochoda
- The Trouble With Phaedra, Simon Raven
- A Frightening Apologia, Kit Reed
- The Bell Jar, Lucy Rosenthal
- The Bell Jar, Antonia Sandford
- The Bell Jar, Richard Spillman
- Her Twentieth Year, Paul H. Stacy
- The Disturbed Generation, Maida Stanier
- Anti-heroes, Robert Taubman
- Bright Journey into Night, Robert Taylor
- Under the Skin
- Japanese Attitudes, Margaret Willy
- The Bell Jar, Marilyn Wright
- Advertisements from The New York Times

Box 6  Folder 8: Reviews, Children’s Stories

- Pictures of the Mind, Lesley Croome
- The Bed Book, Marjorie Lewis
- Whatever Happened to Mother Goose?, Joseph McLellan
- Posthumous Plath
- Sylvia Plath’s Rediscovered Children’s Story is a Delight
Review of the It-Doesn’t-Matter-Suit, Harvey Porlock
Sylvia Plath’s Little Book Will Suit Children Well, Susan Stark

Box 6 Folder 9: Reviews, *Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams*
- The Prison of Prose, A. Alvarez
- Poet’s Prose, Margaret Atwood
- Sylvia Plath’s Prose, Simon Blow
- Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams, Kay Dick
- Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams, Suzanne Juhasz
- Sylvia Plath: Johnny Panic and the Bible of Dreams, Janice Markey
- Sylvia Plath and the Landscape of the Soul, Joseph McLellan

- The Journals of Sylvia Plath, Andrea Barnet
- Sylvia Plath: Consumed by the Anxieties of Ambition, Peter Davison
- From Gladness to Madness, Nancy Milford
- The Journals of Sylvia Plath, Saturday Review
- Books of the Times, Le Anne Schreiber
- Plath Journals Offer New Insights, Kathy Field Stephen
- The Journals of Sylvia Plath, Alison Tartt
- Sylvia Plath’s *Journals*, Linda W. Wagner
- Poet at Her Worst in Journals, Chuck Zerby
- *The Journals of Sylvia Plath*

Box 6 Folder 11: Reviews, *The Journals of Sylvia Plath* (2000, Faber)-1
- Complete Journals of Sylvia Plath Will be Published, Associated Press
- The ‘Demon’ That Killed Sylvia
- Journals of Sylvia Plath Published, Associated Press
- ‘I Failed Her. I was 30 and Stupid’, A.L. Alvarez
• Sylvia Plath’s Journals Detailed, Mara D. Bellaby
• Sylvia Plath Journal to be Printed, Mara D. Bellaby
• Sylvia Plath’s Journals Describe Joy, Despair
• The Poet Who Died So Well, Kate Kellaway
• The Journals of Sylvia Plath, 195—1962, ed., Karen V. Kukil
• When the Belle Jars, Karen V. Kukil
• Sharp Tongue and Sex Restored to Plath Diaries, Blake Morrison
• Do I Know You, Ms Plath?, John Sutherland
• Who is Sylvia?, Katharine Viner
• Love, Loathing and Life With Ted Hughes, Katharine Viner
• Love That Passed All Understanding, Erica Wagner
• Sylvia’s Not So Private Persona, Erica Wagner

Box 6 Folder 12: Reviews, *The Journals of Sylvia Plath* (2000, Faber)-2

• Blossoms from the Bell Jar, Jonathan Bate
• Is the Legend of Evil Ted Hughes About to Die?, Alex Beam
• Sylvia Plath’s Journals Highlight a Troubled Life, Mara D. Bellaby
• Diary and Letters
• Unexpurgated Plath: Candid, Funny, Surprisingly Happy, Elisabeth Harvor
• The Selling of Sylvia Plath, Phillipa Hawker
• All in the Name of Literature, Philip Hensher
• Sylvia’s Diary Tells a Different Story, Christopher Hudson
• Showing off to an Audience of One, Tim Kendall
• The Journals of Sylvia Plath, Karen Kukil
• The Journals of Sylvia Plath, 1950-1962, Karen V. Kukil
• True to Her Words, Karen Kukil
• Love at First Bite, Blake Morrison
• The Real Sylvia Plath, Part 1, Kate Moses
• The Real Sylvia Plath, Part 2, Kate Moses
- The Longest Suicide Note Ever Written?, Stephen Moss
- So Many Lives, So Little Time, Jacqueline Rose

Box 7 Folder 1: Reviews, *Letters Home*

- Dear Mummy, I Hate You, Peter Ackroyd
- Letters Home, Christopher Butler
- Letters Home, Jane Larkin Crain
- …Of Ambition, Success, Suicide, Peter Davison
- A Girl from Wellesley, Rosemary Dinnage
- Two Lives, Martha Duffy
- Aurelia Plath: A Lasting Commitment, Linda Heller
- The Girl Who Tried to be Good, Maureen Howard
- Who Was Sylvia?, Margo Jefferson
- A Crack in ‘The Bell Jar’: Mrs. Plath Publishes Loving Letters from Daughter Sylvia, Jennes
- Sweet Seventeen, Hugh Kenner
- A New Life and Other Plath Controversies, Mary Kinzie
- From Outside the Bell Jar, Christopher Lehmann-Haupt
- The Poet as Cult Goddess, Saul Maloff
- Letters and a Superb Autobiography, Larry McMurtry
- New Books
- Letters Home, Michael Ratcliffe
- ‘To the Most Wonderful Mummy…a Girl Ever Had”, Harriet Rosenstein
- Sylvia Plath: The Art of Perfection, Robert B. Shaw
- Bittersweet Reading, Tess Sullivan-Daly
- In Search of Sylvia, Philippa Toomey
- On Sylvia Plath, Anthony Thwaite
- Letters Home, Stephen Trombley
- High-Wire Act, Ralph Tyler
- Letters Home

- Sylvia Plath Letters Add a Valuable Postscript, Paul Alexander
- Sylvia Plath Revealed in Letters, Hamilton Cain
- Before She Met Ted, John Carey
- The Baggy Shape of Things to Come, Rachel Cooke
- The Letters of Sylvia Plath, Iain Dale
- The Letters of Sylvia Plath
- Who is Sylvia?, Daphne Merkin
- Sylvia Speaks, Carl Rollyson
- A Writer Aware of Her Contradictions, Parul Sehgal
- “I am More Myself in Letters”: Sylvia Plath’s Correspondence, Meg Schoerke
- Sunny Sylvia, Elaine Showalter


- Plath’s Joy and Desolation, Paul Alexander
- I’m an Intelligence, Joanna Biggs
- “The Girl That Things Happen to”, Dan Chiasson
- Letters from a Young Poet, Emily Cooke
- ‘Cadavers, Suicides, Electra Complexes,’ Sarah Holland-Batt
- The Letters of Sylvia Plath, Elizabeth Lowry
- The Haunting Last Letters of Sylvia Plath, James Parker
- Sylvia Plath’s Last Plan, Summer Pierre
- Mad Girl’s Love Song, Kate Roiphe
- Sylvia Out in the Cold, Carl Rollyson
- A Marriage Falters and Masks Fall Away, Parul Sehgal
- Never Nice?, Hannah Sullivan
- In Sorrow and Anger, Erica Wagner
- A Well-Worn Plath

- Pure Plath, Mary Bagg
- Before Her ‘Fond, Final, Infamous Decay,’ Gillian Gill
- I Have Had to Kill You, Emily Hall
- Ariel’s Appetite, Zoe Heller
- Sylvia, Everlasting, Mopsy Strange Kennedy
- Sylvia Plath and the Pain of Introspection, Adam Kirsch
- True to Her Words, Karen Kukil
- Sexton and Plath—Dead Poets Society, Dennis Loy Johnson
- Plath’s Uncensored Journals Expose Raw Nerves, Carole Maso
- The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath, 1950-1962, Carol A. McAllister
- In Plath’s Full Journals, a Lusty Embrace of Life, Diane Middlebrook
- Plath Unabridged, Joyce Carol Oates
- Dark Night of the Soul, Tim Page
- The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath, Amy C. Rea
- The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath, 1950-1962, Donna Seaman
- The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath, 1950-1962
- The Unabridged Journals of Sylvia Plath, 1950-1962

Box 7 Folder 5: Reviews, Recordings

- Sylvia Plath, Ernie Hilbert
- High-Performance Poets, Wen Stephenson

Box 7 Folder 6: Reviews, *The Bell Jar* Film (1979)

- ‘Bell Jar’ is a Travesty, Michael Blowen
- Films, Robert Hatch
- Film: ‘The Bell Jar,’ Janet Maslin
- ‘Bell Jar’: Hollywood Interprets a Cult Poet, Clarke Taylor
- The Bell Jar Press Information
- The Bell Jar Press Information: Biography of Larry Peerce
- The Bell Jar Press Information: Biography of Anne Jackson
- The Bell Jar Press Information: Biography of Gerald Hirschfeld
- The Bell Jar Press Information: Film Synopsis
- The Bell Jar Press Information: Biography of Julie Harris

Box 7  Folder 7: The Bell Jar Film Lawsuit

- Bell Jar Suit Settled out of Court
- ‘Bell Jar’ Case Ends in Accord, Eleanor Blau
- Plaintiff Testifies in the ‘Bell Jar’ Trial, Eleanor Blau
- ‘Bell Jar’ Jury is Told of Suffering, Eleanor Blau
- Of Whom the Bell Told, Richard Locayo
- Suit Based on Portrayal in ‘Bell Jar’ Film Begins, Herbert Mitgang
- Defense in ‘Bell Jar’ Trial Makes Opening Points, Herbert Mitgang
- Ramification of Literary Lawsuits: The ‘Bell Jar’ and Salinger Cases, Herbert Mitgang
- Psychiatrist Files a Libel Suit Over Film of Plath’s ‘Bell Jar,’ Matthew L. Wald
- Fact v Fiction, W.J. Weatherby

Box 7  Folder 8: Reviews, Books About Sylvia Plath

- Another Biography of Poet Sylvia Plath is Another Reminder of What was Lost When She Died, Paul Alexander
- The Unraveling Archive: Essays on Sylvia Plath, Carol Bere
- The Other Ariel, Lynda K. Bundtzen
- A Long Romance With Death, Elizabeth Frank
- New Books on Sylvia and Ted, Caroline Fraser
- Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes, Margaret Dickie Uroff
- Book Reviews, Stephen Hill
- College Roommate Recalls Sylvia Plath, Robert Kirsch
- Sylvia Plath, Julia M. Klein
- Questions Live on About Sylvia Plath, Lynne Lawner
- Again, Sylvia Plath, Charles Molesworth
- Book Hints That Hughes’s Bid to Win Back Plath Led to Suicide, James Morrison
- A Closer Look at Ariel, Lynne Nash
- Taking a Fresh Look at the Life of Sylvia Plath, Megan Marshall
- A Bright Pane Broken, Robert Nye
- A Look at the Poems, Katha Pollitt
- Biography of Tragic Poet Reveals Tangled Love Life Before Ted Hughes, Nicholas Pyke
- A Friend’s Memoir of Days Leading up to Plath’s Suicide, Carlin Romano
- Sylvia Plath: The Blood Jet of Poetry
- Sylvia Plath Recaptured, Robert Taylor
- Sylvia and Ted, Emma Tennant
- Sylvia Plath: Method and Madness Review, Eleanor Swanson
- A Mythic Mixture of Poetry and Prose, Erica Wagner
- Sylvia Plath: Method and Madness Review, Peter Wild

Box 7 Folder 9: Reviews, Bitter Fame

- ‘Bitter Fame,’ Ed Cohen
- Poet Balances Plath’s Life and Art, Thomas D’Evelyn
- Piecing Together a Fragmented Poet, Michiko Kakutani
- Dead Poets Society, James Kaplan
- Bitter Fame, Robert Pinsky
- Sylvia Cringe
- Three Poems for Sylvia Plath
Box 7 Folder 10: Reviews, *The Silent Woman*

- Sometimes the Best Revenge is Revenge, Anne Beatts
- The Bell Jar, David Bromwich
- Who is Sylvia: The Trouble With Biography, Matt Cohen
- The Importance of Being Biased, Caryn James
- Taking Sides in Polemics Over Plath, Michiko Kakutani
- Channeling Plath, Diane Wood Middlebrook
- On the Plath Trail With an Intellectual Truffle Pig, Val Ross
- Poets in Suicide Sex Shocker, Andrea Sachs
- Going Underground, Elaine Showalter

Box 7 Folder 11: Reviews, *Her Husband* by Diane Middlebrook

- The Death, and Rebirth, of Sylvia Plath, Alex Beam
- Sylvia Plath ‘Not a Victim,’ Angelique Chrisafis
- Her Husband, Daphne Merkin
- Domesticated Goddess, Cristina Nehring
- Creative Differences, Nancy Schoenberger

Box 8 Folder 1: Reviews, Drama: Sylvia Plath (Barry Kyle)

- Theater: ‘Sylvia Plath,’ Clive Barnes
- The Stage: ‘Sylvia Plath’ Traces a Poet’s Journey, Clive Barnes
- Her Poetry, Not Her Death, is Her Triumph, Rosalyn Drexler
- 2 Troupes, 2 Views—Same Plath, Laurie Johnston
- Sylvia Plath as Crusader, Kevin Kelly
- Plath the Woman Wins out Over Plath the Poet, Walter Kerr
- Sylvia Plath’s Poems Stir Some Questions, Walter Kerr
- Study of Poet Sylvia Plath Opens Limited Run in Boston
- Sylvia Plath: A Dramatic Portrayal
Box 8  Folder 2: Reviews, Drama: Edge (Alexander)
- Mayhem and Madness, Hilton Als
- ‘Edge’ Revives Ghost of Writer Plath, Justin Glanville
- Plath Play Has no Rhyme or Reason, Donald Lyons
- Arrogant Beyond the Grave, Benedict Nightingale
- ‘Edge’ in New York Times Theatre Listing, Campbell Roberts

Box 8  Folder 3: Reviews, Drama: Letters Home (Goldenberg)
- Sylvia Plath Letters and Expatriate Revue for American Place, John Corry
- Play: ‘Letters Home’ from Sylvia Plath, Walter Kerr
- ‘Letters Home’: Misguided Missive Makes for Frustrating Theater, Becca Lish
- Letters from Sylvia, Victoria Radin
- To Sylvia Plath’s Mother, New Play Contains ‘Words of Love,’ Nan Robertson
- Swindon Arts Centre Spring Programme

Box 8  Folder 4: Reviews, Drama: Three Women (Shaw)
- Edinburgh Fringe 2009 Sylvia Plath—Three Women, the First Revival, Rebecca Carey
- Three Women, Simon Collings
- Sylvia Plath’s Three Women, Neil McEwan
- Three Women Advertisments
- Wish I Had a Sylvia Plath Advertisement

Box 8  Folder 5: Reviews, Winter Trees
- Sylvia Plath—Last Before Suicide, Victor Howes
• More Plath Poems, Louise Kertesz
• A Bright Pane Broken, Robert Nye
• One for Life, one for Death, Joyce Carol Oates
• Winter Trees by Sylvia Plath
• A World in Disintegration

Box 8 Folder 6: Reviews, Wintering by Kate Moses

• About Wintering: A Novel of Sylvia Plath
• Wintering, Kate Bolick
• Novel Probe of Plath Falls Short, Victoria A. Brownworth
• A Perky Plath, Jessamy Calkin
• Wintering, Vanessa Curtis
• Author of Novel on Sylvia Plath Will Visit Redlands Bookstore, Daily Facts
• Five-month Prelude to a Poet’s Suicide, Josh Emmons
• Dead Poet’s Society, Sandra Gilbert
• On a Suicide Mission, Zoe Green
• Wintering: A Novel of Sylvia Plath, Amanda Heller
• Love, Loss, Madness, Art: The Private Lives of Plath and Schumann, Caroline Leavitt
• Baking with Sylvia, Kate Moses
• Foreword: Kate Moses Discusses Wintering, Kate Moses
• Wintering, by Kate Moses, Ruth Padel
• Finding the Right Plath, Amy Rea
• Plath Grows Larger in Death Than in Life, Charity Vogel
• A Gloss on Grief, Natasha Walter
• Sylvia Plath’s Last Winter Days in London, Colin Walters
• “Wintering: A Novel of Sylvia Plath” Amazon Review
Box 8 Folder 7: Sylvia the Movie

- Paltrow Puts a Smile on Plath’s Face, Matt Born
- Paltrow’s Trip Down Lovers’ Lane, Hugh Davies
- Sylvia Plath Film Panned in US as ‘Misery-fest,’ Hugh Davies
- Sylvia Review, Owen Gleiberman
- Paltrow a Perfect Plath, Melinda Green
- Gwyneth Plays Poetess Sylvia Plath
- Sylvia Review, Glenn Kenny
- Poetic License, Peter Keough
- Christina Jeff’s “Sylvia,” Anthony Lane
- Sylvia and Ted, a Potboiler, Diane Middlebrook
- Poetry and Emotion, Wesley Morris
- Paltrow Stops Traffic in London
- In Search of the Poet, Christina Patterson
- ‘Sylvia’ Dances Around Darkness, Claudia Puig
- A Poet’s Death, a Death’s Poetry, A.O. Scott
- Sylvia Magazine Review
- Sylvia Magazine Review
- Sylvia Magazine Review
- Sylvia Newspaper Advertisements
- Gwyneth Paltrow Plays Poet to Perfection, Phil Villareal
- Sylvia Production Notes

Box 8 Folder 8: High School Yearbooks/Transcripts and Smith College Transcripts

- The Bradford Yearbook Photo
- Room 311 Yearbook Photo
- Senior Yearbook Picture
- Wellesley Senior High School Transcript
- Smith College Transcript
Box 8  Folder 9: Articles on First Suicide Attempt (Boston Papers)-1

- Smith Girl Missing at Wellesley Home
- Bloodhound Trails Lost Girl Scholar
- Missing Smith Girl Found in Own Cellar
- Girl Student Pill Victim Recovers
- Hunt Wellesley Girl ‘on Hike’
- Hunt Missing College Girl in Favored Haunts
- 50 Sleep Pills Vanish with Missing Smith Girl
- Check Pals to Clue for Smith Girl
- Police, Kin Fear Smith Girl Suicide
- Smith Girl in Coma at Own Home
- Trace Moves of Girl Felled by Sleep Pills
- Pill Girl 2 Days in Cellar
- College Girl Vanishes at Marblehead
- Wellesley Girl, 19, Vanishes
- Beautiful Smith Girl Missing at Wellesley
- Police, Boy Scouts Hunt Missing Smith Student
- Day-Long Search Fails to Find Smith Student
- Smith Student Found Alive in Cellar
- Honor Student ‘Out of Danger;’ Took Sleeping Pills
- Second Wellesley Girl is Reported Missing
- Top-Ranking Student at Smith Missing from Wellesley Home
- Sleeping Pills Missing with Wellesley Girl
- Wellesley Girl Found in Cellar
- Smith Girl Missing in Wellesley
- Missing Smith Girl Worried
- Smith Girl Recovering from Pills
- Missing Wellesley Girl Found in South Boston
- Posse Hunts Smith Girl
- Find Girl in Cellar
- Missing Student Hunted
Box 8  Folder 10: Articles on First Suicide Attempt (MA and Other States)-2

- Senior Found; Drug Victim, Albany Times Union
- News in a Nutshell, Amesbury Daily News
- News in a Nutshell, Amesbury Daily News
- News in a Nutshell, Amesbury Daily News
- Smith Honor Student Sough After Leaving Home for ‘Hike,’ Athol Daily News
- Search Continues for College Girl, Athol Daily News
- Girl Found in Cellar of Own Home, in Hospital, Athol Daily News
- College Girl Missing, Attleboro Sun
- Late Bulletins, Attleboro Sun
- Search Continues for Wellesley Girl, Attleboro Sun
- Wellesley Girl is Recovering, Attleboro Sun
- Another Girl Missing from Wellesley Home, Attleboro Sun
- Search for Girl Ends Under Porch, Baltimore Sun
- Express Believe College Student Suicide Victim, Beverly Evening Times
- Girl to Recover from Overdose of 40 Sleeping Pills, Beverly Evening Times
- Wellesley Girl, 19, Reported Missing After Staying at Marblehead Home, Beverly Evening Times
- Missing Student in Own Cellar, Brockton Daily Enterprise
- Student Recovering from Pill Overdose, Brockton Daily Enterprise
- College Senior Missing, Charleston Gazette
- Missing Co-ed Found, Chicago Tribune
- Missing Student Found, Cincinnati Enquirer
- Smith College Student Missing, Cleveland News
- Hunt Top Student, Cleveland Press
- New England News Briefs, Clinton Daily Item
- Searchers Comb Woods for Smith College Girl, Corpus Christi Times
- Missing Girl Found Under Own Porch, Daytona Beach Morning Journal
- Missing College Girl Found Under Porch, Detroit News
- Home all the Time, Fall River Herald News
- Missing Girl Student Object of Police Hunt, Fitchburg Sentinel
- Bulletins, Fitchburg Sentinel
- Second College Girl from Wellesley Reported Missing, Fitchburg Sentinel
- Smith Girl Missing at Wellesley, Framingham News
- Girl Found Asleep in Basement, Framingham News
- Sylvia Plath Asleep During Two-Day Search, Framingham News
- Another Wellesley Girl Disappears, Parents Report, Framingham News
- Search Underway for Smith Senior, Gardner News
- Late News Flashes, Gardner News
- All-out Quest for Lost Smith Senior, Gloucester Daily Times
- Police Still Seeking Missing Smith Girl, Gloucester Daily Times
- Bay State Briefs, Gloucester Daily Times
- Hunt Smith Student, Greenfield Recorder-Gazette
- Smith Student, Found Under Porch, Recovers, Greenfield Recorder-Gazette
- Another College Girl Missing, Greenfield Recorder-Gazette
- Missing College Girl Found Alive in Cellar of Home, Hartford Courant
- Search Organized for Smith Girl, Haverhill Gazette
- Fear for Missing College Girl Grows, Haverhill Gazette
- Home all Along, Haverhill Gazette
- Young Wellesley Woman Missing, Haverhill Gazette
- Smith Girl, 20, Missing from Home, Holyoke Daily Transcript
- Pills Missing in Wellesley Case, Holyoke Daily Transcript
- Bulletin, Holyoke Daily Transcript
- Smith Student Recovering from Drug Dose, Holyoke Transcript-Telegram
- Another College Girl Missing from Wellesley, Holyoke Transcript-Telegram
- Wide Search Being Conducted for Smith College Student, Hudson Daily Sun
- News Flashes, Hudson Daily Sun
- Smith College Senior Missing from Home, Lawrence Evening Tribune
- Missing Wellesley Girl Found, Lawrence Evening Tribune
- Wellesley Girl’s Condition Good, Lawrence Evening Tribune
- 2nd Wellesley Girl Reported Missing, Lawrence Evening Tribune
- Missing Girl Found Beneath Porch of Home, Los Angeles Times
- Wide Search for Smith College Girl, Lowell Sun
- Bulletin, Lowell Sun
- “Missing” Girl Case Probed, Lowell Sun
- Widen Hunt for Missing Smith Senior, Lynn Daily Evening Item
- College Girl Recovering from Ordeal, Lynn Daily Evening Item
- Marblehead Girl Worker Missing, Lynn Daily Evening Item
- Missing College Student is Hunted, Lynn Telegram-News
- Fear Mounts for Safety of Smith Student, Lynn Telegram-News
- Student’s Condition is Reported Good, Lynn Telegram-News
- Greater Boston Policemen Joined Search, Manchester Union Leader
- Wide Search Being Conducted for Smith College Student, Marlboro Daily Enterprise
- Seek Missing Smith Senior, Maynard Daily Evening Mercury
- Press Search for Missing Girl, Maynard Daily Evening Mercury
- Smith College Girl Recovers, Maynard Daily Evening Mercury
- Brilliant College Girl Disappears, Meriden Record
- Missing Senior Found Under Porch, Meriden Record
- Student Missing, Miami Daily News
- Girl Missing from Home in Wellesley, Milford Daily News
- Bulletin, Milford Daily News
- New England News Briefs, Milford Daily News
- Wellesley Student Out of Danger, Milford Daily News
- Wellesley Girl Took 40 Sedatives, Milford Daily News
• Missing Wellesley Girl, 20, Found Asleep in Her Cellar, New Bedford Standard-Times
• Missing Senior, New Bedford Standard-Times
• Girl Recovering from Sleeping Pills, New Bedford Standard-Times
• Second Wellesley Girl is Missing, New Bedford Standard-Times
• Smith College Editor, 20, Ill, Hiding Under House, New York Herald Tribune
• Missing Student Found, The News—Newport
• Smith College Girl Missing After Hike, North Adams Transcript
• Search Continued for Sylvia Plath, Missing Smith Girl, North Adams Transcript
• Smith Senior is Missing, North Attleboro Evening Chronicle
• Search Continues, North Attleboro Evening Chronicle
• Missing Smith Student Found, North Attleboro Evening Chronicle
• Hunt for Missing Smith Honor Student Who Left on ‘Long Hike’ Fruitless, Daily Hampshire Gazette (Northampton)
• Carry on Search for Plath Girl, Daily Hampshire Gazette (Northampton)
• Condition Good of Smith Senior Who Took Pills, Daily Hampshire Gazette (Northampton)
• Search Ordered for Missing Girl, Palm Beach Post
• Police Search for Missing Girl, Panama City News
• Smith Senior is Found and Taken to Hospital, Berkshire Evening Eagle (Pittsford)
• Missing Smith Senior Found Under Porch, Portland Press Herald
• Missing Girl Sought, Providence Journal
• Missing Girl Found, Providence Journal
• Fears Increase for Safety of Missing Wellesley Student, Quincy Patriot Ledger
• Missing Wellesley Girl Found Alive in Cellar of Home, Quincy Patriot Ledger
• Step up Hunt for Missing Smith Student, Schenectady Gazette
- 2nd Wellesley College Girl Disappears, Schenectady Gazette
- Top-Ranking College Senior Still Missing, Southbridge Evening News
- Bulletin, Southbridge Evening News
- College Student in Good Condition, Southbridge Evening News
- Missing Girl Found Under Porch, Spartanburg Journal
- Missing Smith Student is Object of Statewide Hunt, Springfield Daily News
- Sylvia Plath Located Alive in Wellesley, Springfield Daily News
- Pretty Girl Missing from North Shore, Springfield Daily News
- Student at Smith Reported Missing, Springfield Union
- Find no Clues in Search for Smith Senior, Springfield Union
- Found at Home, Smith Senior in ‘Fair’ Condition, Springfield Union
- Smith Student Listed Missing, Taunton Daily Gazette
- Hunt Continues for Smith Girl, Taunton Daily Gazette
- Smith Girl Recovering, Taunton Daily Gazette
- College Blonde Listed Missing, Taunton Daily Gazette
- Missing Smith Senior Found, Times Record
- Wellesley Girl Found in Her Home, News-Tribune (Waltham)
- Girl’s Condition ‘Good’ Following Overdose of Pills, News-Tribune (Waltham)
- Wellesley Girl Lost on Bicycle Trip, News-Tribune (Waltham)
- Missing College Girl, 20, Hunted in Massachusetts, Washington, D.C. Evening Star
- Sylvia Plath Found in Good Condition, Townsman (Wellesley)
- Late News, Woburn Daily Times
- Police Seek Missing Smith College Girl, Worcester Evening Gazette
- Continue Search for Smith Senior, Worcester Evening Gazette
- College Girl Found in Cellar of Home, Worcester Evening Gazette
- Hunted Smith Student Slept in Home Cellar, Worcester Evening Gazette
• Wellesley Blonde Reported Missing, Worcester Evening Gazette
• Missing Girl Hunted at Wellesley, Worcester Telegram
• Smith College Girl Found Unharmed, Worcester Telegram

Box 9  Folder 1: Plath Obituaries and Death Notices
• Boston Globe Obituary
• Boston Herald Obituary
• Boston Traveler Obituary
• Wellesley Townsman Obituary

Box 9  Folder 2: Articles, Frieda Hughes
• Hughes and Plath Live on in Daughter’s Verse, Richard Brooks
• The Birth of a Poet, Paul Gray
• Frieda Hughes Escapes the Shadow of Mom Sylvia Plath, Fred Hauptfuhrer
• A Daughter’s Journey, Frieda Hughes
• Father Ted, Frieda Hughes
• Frieda Hughes Reflects on the Aviary She Built in Her Garden, Frieda Hughes
• The Do’s and Don’ts of Poetry, Frieda Hughes
• One Hundred Percent Me, Nigel Jones
• Frieda Hughes Interview, Victoria Laurie
• Frieda Hughes Interview, Libby Purves
• Parental Poetry, Anthony Thwaite
• Photograph

Box 9  Folder 3: Articles, Nicholas Hughes
• ‘Nick Did Not Have the Suicide Gene. It’s Drivel,’ Say Friends of the Tragic Son of Sylvia Plath, Sharon Churcher & Laura Collins
• Nicholas Hughes Was Killed by His Mother, Coline Covington
• Sylvia Plath’s Son Hangs Himself, Like His Mother, Rebecca Evans
• This is Not a Curse, Judith Flanders
• Lonely Life and Premature Death of Nicholas Hughes, Chris Green
• Nicholas Hughes, Sylvia Plath’s Son Commits Suicide, Ben Hoyle
• What Does the Suicide of Ted Hughes’ Son Tell us About His Poisonous Legacy?, Geoffrey Levy
• News, Robert Mendick
• Nicholas Hughes, Son of Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes, Commits Suicide
• Nicholas Hughes’s Death Tells us Nothing About Sylvia Plath’s Poetry
• Obituary, Anahad O’Connor
• Son of Sylvia Plath Commits Suicide, Anahad O’Connor
• This Tragedy Has Nothing to do With Poetry, Nothing to do With Art, Christina Patterson
• Poet Plath’s Son ‘Takes Own Life’
• Death in the Family, Ian Sample
• His Parents Were Writers of Very Dangerous Books, David Sexton
• A Tortured Inheritance, Linda Gray Sexton
• Sylvia Plath’s Son Kills Himself
• Why the Plath Legacy Lives

Box 9 Folder 4: Plath Birth Certificate

• Birth Certificate

Box 9 Folder 5: Articles, Family Obituaries

• Otto Plath Obituary (Plath’s Father)
• Aurelia Plath Obituary (Plath’s Mother)
• Aurelia Plath Obituary
• Aurelia Plath Obituary
• Alice Bushee Obituary (Plath’s Grandmother)
- Francesca Benotti Obituary (Family Physician)

Box 9  Folder 6: Sylvia Plath: A Selected Annotated Bibliography
- Sylvia Plath: A Selected Annotated Bibliography, Catherine F. Chalmers

Box 9  Folder 7: An Authentic Self? Towards an Ethic of Reading Sylvia Plath
- Authentic Self? Towards an Ethic of Reading Sylvia Plath, Gail Crowther

Box 9  Folder 8: The Influence of Aurelia Plath on Sylvia Plath
- The Influence of Aurelia Plath on Sylvia Plath, Jill Storey

Box 9  Folder 9: The Prose Works of Sylvia Plath
- The Prose Works of Sylvia Plath, Richard Steuble

Box 9  Folder 10: The Liberation of Sylvia Plath’s Ariel
- The Liberation of Sylvia Plath’s Ariel, Jennifer Draskau

Box 9  Folder 11: Key to Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar
- Key to Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar, Johan Heje

Box 9  Folder 12: Sylvia Plath: The Poetry of Self
- Sylvia Plath: The Poetry of Self, Virendra Kumar

Box 9  Folder 13: Sylvia Plath: The Complete Poet
Sylvia Plath: The Complete Poet, Keya Majumdar

Series 2: Booklets and Pamphlets
This series contains booklets and pamphlets that were originally included with the monographs but were subsequently separated from them and placed into this series because they lacked sufficient bibliographic information to incorporate them into the library’s catalog using standard cataloging practices. A few booklets are catalogs of rare books and Sylvia Plath publications. The Cambridge University handbooks contain pictures of Ted Hughes, while other titles in this series are selections of Sylvia Plath’s writings in foreign languages.

Box 1 Folder 1: Booklets and Pamphlets

- A Chronological Checklist of the Periodical Publications of Sylvia Plath, Eric Homberger
- Living in Print: The Legacy of Sylvia Plath, James R. and Mary M. Patton Collection
- James S. Jaffe Rare Books catalog
- Autumn 2017, Sylvia Plath
- Like Fury...The Life, Love, and Art of Sylvia Plath
- Να Πρώτο Ιστορία στον Ιστορικό Διάγραμα, Συλβία Πλάθ
  (Supplement to the First Edition of Selected Poems, Sylvia Plath)
- Κρεβατοποιηματάκια: Μετάρραση ΕΡΙΥΡΩ ΠΙΡΙΝΗ ΦΟΙΒΟΣ
  ΔΟΥΔΩΝΗΣ, ΣΥΛΒΛΑ ΠΛΑΘ (Translation unavailable; assumed to be Sylvia Plath children’s stories)
- The World of Sylvia Plath, Yumi Shobo
Series 3: Archival Media
This series contains digital media reproductions. Unlike the cataloged media that is commercial content, the media in this series appears to be privately recorded conversations and digital reproductions of other media formats, such as commercial sound recordings, possibly original television episodes, and commercial CDs and DVDs.

Box 1

- The Girl Who Would be God (DVD)
- Untitled, Lynn Lawther. January 11, 2003 (DVD)
- Three Women, with Lindsay Duncan, Amanda Root, & Harriet Walter. January 8, 2000 (DVD)
- A Friend’s Tale, Elizabeth Sigmund. August 26, 2003 (CD)
- A Friend’s Tale, Part 2, Elizabeth Sigmund. August 26, 2003 (CD)
- Track 1: The Connection, Christopher Laydon, WBOR, December 15, 2000. Track 2: Ruth (Daughter of Dr. B), Fay (The Other Two), Sylvia Brookline (Student of Plath’s), Rosey, Karen K., Lynda B. (CD)
- Track 1: Morning Song, Peggy Reynolds—with Erica Wagner, Andy Ellen, Kate Clanchy, and Anne Stevenson. Radio 4, November 19, 2000. Track 2: Fine Lines—with Christopher Cook, Andrew Maotion, and Frieda Hughes. BBC 4, July 31, 1999 (CD)
- Frieda Hughes and Libby Purves, 1999 (CD)
- Sylvia Plath Photograph Collection, Peter K. Steinberg (2 CDs)
- BBC Arts (London), Great Poets in Their Own Words. June 2, 2014 (DVD)
- Difficulties of a Bridegroom, Ted Hughes. BBC, February 9, 1963 (CD)
- ‘Field Recordings,’ Sylvia Plath. April 18, 1958 (CD)
- Sylvia Plath Recordings, The British Library Sound Archives
- A. Alvarez on Sylvia Plath. 1963 (CD)
- Elizabeth Sigmund on Sylvia Plath. Part 1 of 2. Calstock Writer’s Group (CD)
- Elizabeth Sigmund on Sylvia Plath. Part 2 of 2. Calstock Writer’s Group (CD)
- Sylvia Plath: The Voice of the Poet (CD)
- Sylvia Plath Reads (CD)
- Copy of Revised Draft Meter of Sylvia Plath CD. December 8, 2009 (CD)
- Sylvia Plath, The British Library Sound Archive

Box 2

- A Poet’s Guide to Britain: “Wuthering Heights” by Sylvia Plath (2009), BBC Four
- The Lady in the Book (2016), Gesa Matthies
- Poets of New England, Part 1: Sylvia Plath and the Myth of the Monstrous Mother (2000), University of Massachusetts Amherst
- Poets of New England, Part 2: Sylvia Plath and the Myth of the Omnipresent/Absent Father (2000), University of Massachusetts Amherst
- “Superman and Paula Brown’s New Snowsuit” by Sylvia Plath (2004), Films for the Humanities and Sciences

Notes:
- Those who contributed to the creation of this finding aid include Gary Leising, Olivia Martello, and Herbert LaGoy.
- [Sylvia Plath Collection at Smith College](#)